
 
 

‘FALLING FOR VERMONT’ 
Cast Bios 

 
 

JULIE GONZALO (Angela/Elizabeth) – Recently appearing in the independent darling 
Waffle Street, opposite Danny Glover, Julie Gonzalo just finished filming the independent 
comedy How to Pick Your Second Husband First.  Known by many for her portrayal of 
Rebecca Sutter in the TNT blockbuster “Dallas,” Gonzalo won the ALMA for outstanding 
supporting actress in a drama series for her role in the ABC hit “Eli Stone,” produced by 
Greg Berlanti. 
 
Many people remember Gonzalo for her charismatic turns in such hit films as Must Love 
Dogs, starring Diane Lane and John Cusack; Christmas with the Kranks, in which she 
played Jamie Lee Curtis and Tim Allen’s characters’ daughter; and the smash hit comedy, 
Dodgeball, in which she played alongside Justin Long as his character’s love interest.  
Gonzalo’s other feature credits include A Cinderella Story and Freaky Friday. In addition 
to “Eli Stone” she was also a series regular on “Veronica Mars.”  
 
Originally from Buenos Aires, Gonzalo is fluent in Spanish, helping her to land one of the 
lead roles in Lionsgate’s Ladron Que Roba a Ladron, which garnered one of the highest 
opening weekends of all time for Spanish language films. 
 

# # # 
 

BENJAMIN AYRES (Dr. Jeff Callan) – Benjamin Ayres’ career has spanned both 
television and feature films.  On the film side, he was most recently seen opposite 
Catherine Keener and Matt Craven in Alan Gilsenan’s Unless, which premiered at the 
2016 Toronto International Film Festival.  On the small screen, he currently stars as 
Dr. Zachary Miller in the highly acclaimed, CTV/NBC medical drama “Saving Hope,” 
currently airing its fifth and final season. 
 
Ayres is widely known for his role as Cancer Cowboy, the chain-smoking sex addict with 
a morbid death obsession, in the critically acclaimed cult hit CBC series “jPod,” based on 
the Douglas Coupland novel of the same name.  The role garnered him a Leo nomination 
in 2008. After two seasons as a series regular on the CTV hit series “Dan for Mayor,” he 
then landed the role of Eric Blake on HBO Canada's Gemini Award winning series “Less 
Than Kind,” for which he received a Canadian Screen Award nomination.  
 
 
 

(more) 
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Ayres has appeared in more than 40 television series and made-for-television movies, 
including last year’s Hallmark Channel original movie “Love by Chance.”  His other credits 
include various guest star and recurring roles on SyFy’s “Battlestar Galactica,” “Bitten” and 
“Lost Girl,” CW’s “The Vampire Diaries,” CBS’s “Flashpoint,” ABC’s “Combat Hospital,” 
“Diamonds” and “Impact,” and WB’s “Smallville.”  
 
During his early 20s, Ayres studied at The Lyric School of Acting under the direct 
mentorship of studio head Michele Lonsdale Smith.  He later collaborated with her as a  
 

 
performer in a wide range of theatrical productions, including multiple mountings of Eric  
Bogosian’s one-man play Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll, Judith Thompson’s Lion in the Streets 
and August Strindberg’s Miss Julie.  Ayres became one of Vancouver’s most in-demand 
stage actors and was approached to originate the role of Tench in the world premiere of 
Raul Inglis’s In the Eyes of God, and again in Inglis’s next original play, Surveillance.  
 

# # # 
 
LAUREN MCNAMARA (Emily) – Lauren McNamara most recently starred in Aliens Ate 
My Homework, scheduled for release in 2018, and has also appeared in Hallmark 
Channel’s “Summer of Dreams” and Lifetime’s “A Sister’s Nightmare.”  In addition to her 
success in TV movies, McNamara also appeared as Sherry in an episode of the Canadian 
series “Aftermath.” 
 

# # # 
 
CHRISTIAN MICHAEL COOPER (Alex) – Christian Michael Cooper began his run of 
commercial appearances at the age of 18 months, having to end it only because his film 
and television career became too busy at the age of five when he landed his first recurring 
role on the TV series “Cult.”  
 
While continuing to amass a constant surge of credits on various hit shows including 
“Bates Motel” and “Wayward Pines,” Cooper was cast in the critically acclaimed short film 
“Sidekick,” in which he starred alongside Emily Bett Rickards from “Arrow,” Josh Dallas 
from “Once Upon a Time’” and Tom Cavanagh from “The Flash.” 
 
In 2016, Cooper booked a recurring role alongside his sister, Ava Grace Cooper on the 
beloved Hallmark Channel series, “When Calls the Heart.”  Then along came his biggest 
part yet, that of Mike Scofield in FOX’s hit series “Prison Break,” alongside Sarah Wayne 
Callies and Wentworth Miller, who play his parents.  Since wrapping the series, Cooper 
continues to book roles constantly, recently landing four in one week. 
 

# # # 
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PETER BENSON (Brad) – Canadian actor Peter Benson boasts an extensive resume of 
work on both sides of the border.  He is instantly recognizable to Hallmark Channel 
viewers, who know him from his roles in the network’s original movies “Walking the Dog,” 
“Christmas List,” “The Mystery Cruise,” “A Bride for Christmas” and “Nobody’s Fool,” as 
well as his recurring role as Detective Arthur Smith in the Hallmark Movies & Mysteries 
franchise, “Aurora Teagarden Mystery.” 
 
Benson also starred in the Lifetime movies “Britney Ever After,” “Perfect High,” “The 
Pregnancy Project,” “Taken from Me: The Tiffany Rubin Story,” “High Noon” and “Are You 
My Mother?”  He is a recurring guest star in the Disney XD series “Mech-X4,” and has 
guest-starred in episodes of numerous, popular primetime series, including “Proof,” 
“Backstrom,” “Hell on Wheels,” “Supernatural,” “R.L. Stine’s The Haunting Hour,” “Arrow,” 
“The Killing,” “Psych,” “The L Word,” “Reunion,” Stargate-SG-1” and “Smallville,” to name 
a few. 
 

Benson has appeared in nearly 50 feature films, among them District 9, Blonde and 
Blonder, Smokin’ Aces 2: Assassin’s Ball, Wingman, The Break-Up Artist, Death Do Us 
Part, Afterparty and What an Idiot, in which he starred and directed. 
 

# # # 
 
BARBARA KOTTMEIER (Cynthia) – Born in North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 
to an Argentinean/Swedish father and a Guatemalan mother, Barbara Kottmeier grew up 
in a bilingual household, primarily speaking Spanish at home.  She is an accomplished, 
classically trained singer and dancer, who got her start at the tender age of four 
performing for a crowd of more than 300, and from then on she was hooked.  
 
Kottmeier has won several awards and performed at countless events over the years, 
including singing the national anthem at NHL, CFL and NLL games, weddings, and galas.  
She also sang backup vocals on the Ziggy Marley track, “Beach in Hawaii” and made the 
Top 100 in the TV series “Canadian Idol.”  Starring in many musicals, Kottmeier studied 
Opera Performance at the Vancouver Academy of Music for two years while working 
toward her Bachelor degree in Music, until she left to pursue a career in film and TV.  
 
In terms of dancing credits, Kottmeier was a dancer on the CFL BC Lions’ Felions dance 
team for two seasons and performed for the Vancouver Ravens NLL team for two seasons.  
Her background as a singer led to her first role on a TV series in 2000, “Mysterious Ways” 
in which she played a singer. She would then go on to appear in numerous film roles, 
including John Tucker Must Die, the animated film She’s the Man, Like Mike 2, the 
slasher/thriller Trick ‘r Treat and the Canadian dark comedy No Clue.  On the small screen, 
Kottmeier enjoyed roles in “The Chris Isaak Show,” “The L Word,” “Fringe,” “Smallville,” 
 
 

(more) 
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“Supernatural,” “Hellcats,” “Hunt for the I-5 Killer,” “Secret Liaison,” “Love at the 
Thanksgiving Day Parade,” “Motive,” “Wedding Planner Mystery” and “Legends of 
Tomorrow,” and many others.  She has also voiced many characters including an 
interactive Belle doll for Disney as well as voices in Cars 2, Mars Needs Moms, and Wreck 
it Ralph.  
 

# # # 
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